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An event or an era? | Introduction

COVID-19 is a crisis unlike
any we have faced
For most of us, “normal” life feels like a distant memory, even
as many communities are reopening their doors for business.
More than 100,000 Americans have died.1
of work.2

social sector leaders pressure-test how the immediate budgeting,
operational, and strategic decisions they are making right now
will play out over the course of 2021. It is also worth noting that
while the potential scenarios presented here are centered on

even for the most basic aspects of how our country and

for racial justice taking place across the nation is intersecting
with the health and economic disparities laid bare by the virus.

impacts across virtually every other social and
environmental issue.

backdrop for many other issues we face, from our politics to our
by Deloitte will be building on this initial scenario work along

potential for a housing and homelessness crisis if government
eviction moratoriums aren’t renewed to the health impact of

We will also explore potential “reset opportunities” that might
realities, whatever they may look like. And many philanthropic
funders, having decided on an initial emergency response, are
importantly, we will be designing other tools and workshops

may emerge in the coming days and months.

No one knows what the future will
Over the course of two months starting in late April 2020, the
Monitor Institute by Deloitte began a wide-ranging dialogue with

spread of the virus, not for the

executives, and social sector experts from around the country
to understand what they were seeing and experiencing and

basic aspects of how our country and
communities will function in the weeks
and months ahead.

conversations informed a “futures-thinking” process aimed at

possible future scenarios that may emerge over the next
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What we mean by scenario
planning
Scenario planning is an approach to thinking about the future that is rooted in the
recognition that even in the best of times, we can’t accurately anticipate what will come
ahead. Instead decision-makers can begin to imagine multiple plausible pictures of the future

Scenarios are stories about what the future may look like, created through a structured
assumptions, and drive better strategic decision-making. Scenarios aren’t about what will
happen; they’re provocative pictures of what could happen, designed to provide a new

accustomed to discussing, which are typically contingency planning exercises focused on
questions is a critically important activity, but it ignores the fact that the current disruption is

will involve glints of progress combined with varying degrees of negative consequences
stemming from the virus, the economy, and widespread inequities.
We enter into the work with a humility and understanding that we can’t predict the
future. No one can. Who, for example, would have anticipated back in April the extent to

the coming months may see additional transformative surprises. As former Time
3

now also “the setting” in which other emerging issues and crises will play out.4 It’s hard
to miss that recent protests for racial justice are occurring with the backdrop of masks,
social distancing, and racial tensions already heightened by the inequitable impacts of the

We at the Monitor Institute by Deloitte also have a deep conviction that even with so much
planning is a tool for helping understand how the world around us may change and what
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What we know so far
Regardless of what happens in the next few weeks and months,

earned income, government contracts, and fees for service are

through our communities. Even if there were an early vaccine
or other fast resolution to the health crisis, many long-standing

education, and other space that don’t lend themselves to remote
service delivery may be particularly vulnerable as many must

5
and government budgets
are already under pressure, with a cascading set of implications
for education, food access, and other social services that will vary
widely from place to place.

at a time when so much is uncertain, we think it may be just as
important to focus on what we do
futurist Eamonn Kelly calls “Prudent Assumptions.”6

Impact from the crisis will fall disproportionately on
communities of color and other marginalized populations
Heightened risk of exposure of frontline workers, worse access
to health care, and disproportionate risk of job and business

by people of color, which typically have less access to capital,10
will likely be at greater risk for insolvency. Additionally, other

families with children, and low wage workers. Without active
intervention, our communities will emerge from the pandemic
with highly divergent outcomes and widened inequities.

The pandemic will intersect with and compound other
ongoing trends

cause varying levels of crises and need across geographies
and time
the country. Policy divergence, combined with variations in
population density and demographics, geography, cultural

telehealth and remote work to job automation and the ubiquity of
in our systems, including long-standing health and educational
disparities, as they play out against the backdrop of disruption,

deviations in our experience of the pandemic and heightens the

it is clear that the economic and health disparities in the impacts
of the pandemic will be part of a larger conversation on racial
the coming weeks and months.

and resources
Even if the pandemic miraculously ended tomorrow, communities
will be facing daunting resource gaps in dealing with the economic
and health impacts of the last few months. As Anders Holm of
the Hempel Foundation observed to us, “You cannot do more
with less. You can only do less with less.” 7

to focus on immediate need or more systemic causes.
consolidate or close their doors
10 percent to as high as 40 percent.8
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What is still uncertain

the future may unfold. In scenario planning, we use these critical

uncertainties that we believe have the potential to tip the future

The length and severity of the pandemic
So much remains unknown about the health realities of the novel
the nation. But uncertainty about the length and severity of the
outbreak will have a set of cascading implications for everything
from how quickly the economy recovers to the scale of cuts in
state and local government budgets to who lives and dies from

sector, especially related to the disproportionate distribution of
economic impacts in communities of color, the increased scale of

the pandemic will be driven by a set of interrelated questions,
reopens; the temperature sensitivity and seasonality of the

related to the social sector and racial equity concerns.

The government’s response and the strength of the public
social safety net
As unemployment and other social, health, and economic
challenges mount across American communities, the

will have massive implications for the social sector and the

The length and severity of the economic downturn

vary widely from place to place. In many parts of the country,
it remains unclear whether government safety net programs

and there is some fear that the economic decline may rival
the Great Depression.1
likely go beyond temporary decreases in spending and job losses;
consumer behavior appears to be changing as well, and regardless
of any resurgence of the virus there will likely not be a quick return
to normal as social distancing measures, ongoing anxiety about
the virus, and precautionary consumer saving
severity of the
economic downturn will depend on several key
willingness of
consumers to spend and businesses to make capital expenditures;
the degree to which the economy is staked to the trajectory of the
pandemic; the scale, duration, and distribution

cracks. And uneven access to stimulus funds will have enormous
government response to the crisis will be driven by several key

outcomes of the 2020 elections, including state and local races.
Other governmental uncertainties, such as possible regulation
for decreased civic engagement, and potential disruption of key
government processes like the election and the census will also
have important consequences for the social sector.
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What is still uncertain
The impact of technology on operating models
Social distancing and sheltering-in-place aimed at limiting
exposure to the virus has meant that people have not been able

we decided not to give it a greater degree of primacy for two

already embedded in the other health, economic, community,
with others. Necessity has accelerated digital transformation;
technology transitions that were once expected to take years
have occurred in weeks. But what remains unclear is the degree
interaction will stick, and how much will eventually just return to

work online, it is also less clear how technology might enable new
ways of working and new possibilities for service delivery. While
the consequences of increased reliance on technology will have
long-term implications for the nation, its impact on the social

and the presidency? Would such a situation lead to compromise to
pass additional stimulus legislation or greater retrenchment? How
close are the elections? Are they contested? What role do state
series of possible outcomes, and we wanted to avoid oversimplifying it. We understand that some readers won’t agree with
this decision, but we want to be transparent in our thinking.

how tech changes the delivery of social services and shifts the
use of technology means for data ownership and privacy; and the
digital transformation.
The level of social cooperation across communities

has long been one of the hallmarks of American communities
in the face of crisis. Diverse groups of individuals pull together
against a common challenge, engage with their communities in
new ways, and draw on a collective strength and identity. But the
may stretch our sense of social cohesion and cooperation to
American communities will be driven by several key uncertainties,

for the social sector. For example, whether the country can come
together to address systemic racism depends, in part, on the
level of cooperation between groups. Another important area
and whether sometimes harmful funding practices and power
It’s worth noting that we have deliberately not included the 2020
election as one of the primary critical uncertainties in this work. It
and there is no question about its importance to the future of the
08
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How to read (and how not to read)
the scenarios

As you read through the scenarios, DO:
• Focus on why the scenario might happen, what it would
mean if it did, and how your current strategies and
assumptions would you need to rethink? What would you
need to hold on to? What would you need to let go of? And
what would you need to think about in new ways?

As you read the scenarios, DON’T:
• Just pick the scenario that you like best, or that you think is
possible futures and prepare in a structured way to be able
to pivot and quickly adapt as circumstances change.
•
Instead, try to suspend disbelief for a few minutes and
put yourself into the scenario to think about the overall
direction and conditions each future creates.

•
survival? What new opportunities might emerge? What
would you need to start doing right now to prepare? What
strategic bets would you want to make?
•
determine signposts that signal key changes, and prepare
for how you can pivot as necessary.
•

• Dwell on the nuances of the two axes of the matrix.
General understanding of the concepts is enough to
help you understand the contours of the scenarios, and
focusing too much on the details of each axis will prevent
•
you care most about. Scenarios are not meant to provide

these scenarios is your “expected future.” Do you need to
be hedging against the possibility of another
future emerging?

used broadly across the entire social sector. Scenarios are
a tool for prompting thinking and discussion, so there is
real power in doing the work to consider what a world like
this would mean for your place, your issues, or
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What are the critical axes of uncertainty
severity of the crisis
level of social cooperation.

What is the continued severity of the crisis?

Lower Impact
•

virus is brought under relative control
by the development of treatments, testing and

Higher Impact
•
•

•

number of
infections and deaths soar

economy steadily recovers, and the economic
damage of the downturn, while bad, is more limited

economy is devastated as cities and states are
forced to repeatedly shut down and shelter in place.

What is the level of social cooperation?
common or collective goals

Fragmented
Sporadic
Factional
Variable

Enduring
Broad-based

• Breaches of institutional trust limit our ability to

• A
ultimately prevails

• Where coordination is found, it is entirely factional
in nature

•

• Attempts

•

change and reform are

to address the crisis
collectively

solve cross-sector problems
collective responsibility
many divisions are overcome
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An overview of the scenarios
Return to “normal”

4

• Despite heavy tolls across American communities, an
early vaccine helps us

• As in other recoveries, strong top-line growth masks
deeper inequities, but in the rush for a return to
normalcy there’s
more structural changes
prompt movement on key challenges like structural
racism, but progress is modest reform, not revolution.
•

.

the economy declines sharply. Facing a national crisis
of epic proportions, we’re forced to pull together. Given
the level of death and destruction, people are open
to deeper structural changes. Our existing systems
• By the end of 2021, there is a sobering understanding
that we are at the
to build a new social compact.
•

and need to be reimagined.

Higher impact of crisis

• New treatments help us begin to get the virus under
one more

• But the disproportionate impact of the crisis
on communities of color
and virus are relatively under control, but our
social fabric is unraveling.
• By the end of 2021, there is no collective narrative of the
crisis. Everyone holds their own truth and sees others
as “villains.” Any cooperation is factional in nature and
those with opposing views are seen as dangerous.

Low social cooperation

Social fabric unraveled

through much pain
that

Lower impact of crisis

2

Rising from the ashes

•

High social cooperation

1

3
•

no one is coming
to save us. As government aid dwindles and giving

• A scarcity narrative
demand for fewer resources. As municipal governments
go bankrupt, there are requests and later demands on
philanthropy to fund social services and sustain public,
• By the end of 2021, it’s unclear if things will get better
or worse. Fringe views gain traction in the national
debate and the “sensible center” all but disappears.

11
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Return to “normal”

Scenario

1

1

4

2

3

At a glance

together enough to get a deal on additional government stimulus, which allows most families to
tread water until hiring ramps back up. Racial justice protests ignite a desire for change, bringing
communities together. While modest reforms take hold, many Americans have limited appetite

What you would need to believe
• A vaccine or treatment comes in late 2020 or early 2021. It is produced and
distributed at scale and succeeds in getting the virus under control. People
resume activities at something close to pre-crisis levels, aggregate demand
rebounds, and the economy recovers more quickly than is expected.
•
change, but the pull of simply returning to the way things were provides a
strong counterbalance.
• As trust in institutions increases, people believe change will arise from
reforming the system, not breaking it.

“

We tend to overreact to new
risks and then we tend to
absorb them and move on.
here.”1
Larry Kramer
Hewlett Foundation
May 2020

Impact on the social sector & communities

Philanthropy
continue less restrictive grantmaking processes as

As the crisis lessens over time, the level of
community need and funding available begins
it through. Relationships and power dynamics

their strategy in response to the crisis may have
even more “dry powder” available to push for
reform on the issues they care about.

relationships with government to deliver services
and shape reforms.

Equity
Racial disparities around the virus and economic recovery linger. For some, the racial justice protests triggered by long
standing inequities are a tipping point that lead to an increased focus and drive for change. Others are eager to put the
troubles of 2020 behind them and look to better days ahead.
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Return to “normal”

Scenario

1

1

4

2

3

A closer look
A vaccine and a strong economic recovery

Hypothetical signals that
this scenario is emerging
These potential headlines are intended
to be thought-starters, not predictions.

people return to restaurants and hotels and resume their plans for postponed elective procedures

serious way.
for Black, Latinx, and Native Americans are double the rate of White patients because of unequal
health, housing, and employment systems that translate to inadequate access to healthcare, a
higher likelihood of working in essential frontline jobs, and overcrowded housing. Like the economic

Production ramps
up on new COVID-19
vaccine
Dow hits new highs;
unemployment down

Congress passes new
interim stimulus
package

get ahead.
In the fall of 2020, the social cohesion of the nation wavered but ultimately held together. After
protests sparked by the unjust killings of a series of Black men and women, some criminal

additional calm toward the end of 2020.

Despite challenges, Federal and State governments ultimately work together and manage to

a sense of complacency begins to set in. Many want to continue to push for deeper structural

normal; the bad news is that things are back to normal.

cutting red tape, more rapidly responding to community needs, and increasing unrestricted funding.
Some work to lock in these gains, though other funders retrench, slowly rolling back emergency

more “proximate” to communities increases somewhat as some funders intentionally redirect

Limited systemic
racism reforms
frustrate activists

Implications for the
social sector
In this scenario, the relief
that comes from a fasterthan-expected return to
normalcy undermines the
opportunity to address
deeper inequities and
Social sector
leaders will need to think
hard about interim solutions.
out how to temporarily adapt

make it through until a new
normal emerges. Funders will
need to consider how they
help them weather the storm,
while at the same time looking
for opportunities to leverage
change before things begin to
return to a new status quo.
13
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Social fabric unraveled

Scenario

2

1

4

2

3

At a glance

distrust, and fracturing along predictable lines. In particular, racial justice protests become an

What you would need to believe
• Improved understanding and better treatments of the virus mean that we can
•
•
• With no shared narrative of the crisis, people will struggle to trust and retrench
into their existing belief systems.

“

Without social cohesion,
the default rallying cry is
“protect yourself and the
people you care about.”1
Alejandro Gibes de Gac
May 2020

Impact on the social sector & communities

Philanthropy
As societal divisions and gaps in government
pandemic, experience increased pressure and
Should they more fully check their values and
commit to an ideological point of view? Should they
maintain the “sensible center” to ease growing

imbalance grows as many grapple with how to
appeal to funders’ changing strategies.

Equity
disproportionally. With low social cooperation, tensions around racial, ideological, and socioeconomic issues are
exacerbated, resulting in deeper divides.
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Social fabric unraveled

Scenario

2

1

4

2

3

A closer look
A manageable virus and a steady economy

Hypothetical signals that
this scenario is emerging
These potential headlines are intended
to be thought-starters, not predictions.

New drug cocktail
showing promise
economic recovery isn’t as strong as it could be because additional federal stimulus packages remain
stalled by partisan divides.
Even under improving economic scenarios, some groups are left behind. Workers making less than
workers, the pace is painfully slow. Structurally, more jobs become gigs, continuing pre-crisis trends.
But with double-digit unemployment rates for some populations and little national consensus,

A social fabric unraveling
Despite the economic recovery, the nation cleaves apart along several major fault lines. Partisanship

real credibility. Some communities experience widespread polling closures while others take weeks
to tally mail-in ballots. Allegations of voter suppression are countered with claims of voter fraud.

Race relations continue to divide the country. Following additional unjust killings of a series of Black
men and women, centuries of racial injustice are laid bare for hundreds of millions of Americans to
see. Some cities and states make progress in advancing racial equity, but many advocating for racial

Black unemployment
remains high as
overall rates drop

Trust in government
plummets, survey says

Protests grow as D.C.
gridlocks on systemic
racism reforms
Survey shows COVID-19
behind climate change,
racial tensions as top
worries

Implications for the
social sector
As social and political
divides become deeper,
the passing crisis worsens
existing inequities and
responses are viewed
through polarized
will feel pressure to “pick
a side” as the social sector
It will be important for
about their core values and
understand how to operate
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A nation on the brink

Scenario

3

1

4

2

3

At a glance
does so in an incredibly unequal manner. Society divides further along existing fault lines and is
on the brink of shattering. Governments are gridlocked and additional aid to workers, states, and
major contraction. Protests and counter protests become increasingly common and increasingly

What you would need to believe
•
•
fragmented groups that reinforce existing narratives.
•
games” mentality for resources.
•

“

We’re all facing the same
storm, but we’re not all in
the same boat. Some of us
are in duct-taped rafts and
others are in reinforced
cruiser ships and there’s
really no comparing the
vessels.”1

May 2020

Impact on the social sector & communities

Philanthropy
Failing state and local governments look to
philanthropy for bailouts. Faced with gross
injustices, public sector demands, and a

retrenchment from donors and a plummeting

uncharted waters. Some retrench, while others

Equity
by many, but their cries largely go unanswered as those in power choose to divert resources away to other, more
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A nation on the brink

Scenario

3

1

4

2

3

A closer look
A deadly virus and a collapsed economy

Hypothetical signals that
this scenario is emerging
These potential headlines are intended
to be thought-starters, not predictions.

hospitals in some cities. Worse still, getting infected with the disease only grants short-term

supplies and other basic necessities become more common as supply chains start to break
down. Economic contraction and unemployment levels spike to levels that approach those of the
municipalities.

immigrant communities face constant waves of trauma as unequal systems exacerbate already

Second wave COVID-19

The Greater Depression:
Stock market and
unemployment at
1930’s levels
Another COVID-19
vaccine fails in tri l

Fiscal stimulus stalls
again amidst
D.C. gridlock

Pulling apart

to close borders between states to slow the spread of the virus. Election results are challenged

memory. Amidst the pain of the virus and the tumult surrounding it, fringe, sometimes dangerous,
views gain real traction in many communities.

Foundations and their endowments are seen as one of the few remaining sources of funds to
support communities. New regulations are proposed to increase minimum foundation payout
rates and start taxing endowments more aggressively. And citing the “Detroit Precedent,” where a
consortium of funders saved an art museum during the city’s bankruptcy, municipal governments

Senator proposes
“repatriating”
endowments

Implications for the
social sector
and funders will need to
begin to consider how they
will respond if most other
civic infrastructure begins to
fail American communities.
As things worsen at an
will face the unthinkable and
need to be prepared to rapidly
pivot or pull the “rip cord” on

change as best as they can, but struggle mightily.

to be clear about the signals
that indicate a need for
fundamental shift mission or
that includes when to merge
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Rising from the ashes

Scenario

4

1

4

2

3

At a glance
in our national psyche. But history is replete with examples of people coming together in the face

What you would need to believe
•

“

•
Depression.
•

We get a modern era New
racial, economic and social
justice win. But the price is
high.”1
Pia Infante

•

May 2020

empower communities.

Impact on the social sector & communities

Philanthropy
Philanthropy is looked to as a key funder of
opportunities are enormous, but a stagnant

new approaches and innovations that support
communities in creating structural change.

resources on the spaces where they can make the

empower community members to direct resources,

Equity
Black, Native American, and Latinx communities, as well as immigrants, frontline workers, and others have a growing
voice as the disproportionate impacts from the virus shine a clear light on inequity in our systems. As the country comes
together, there is a real opportunity to center these voices in designing what comes next.
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Rising from the ashes

Scenario

4

1

4

2

3

A closer look
A severe virus and stagnant economy
We never really get the virus under control. It spikes during the fall and winter of 2020. Most

Hypothetical signals that
this scenario is emerging
These potential headlines are intended
to be thought-starters, not predictions.

Another vaccine fails
in trials
work programs, social safety net spending, and transfers to state governments prevent the worst
of the worst. Nevertheless, unemployment jumps as there is only so much demand that the
government can create.
Truth, reconciliation, and coming together

Fed revises economic
outlook downward—
again

though everyone faces loss, racial inequities are so blatant that most Americans can no longer
communities of color face disproportionate hardships because of inequitable systems like access to
While progress is slow and sporadic at the beginning, it becomes steady by the end of 2021. People

Action bill gains steam

COVID-19 deaths
surpass WWII totals

With higher levels of trust and cohesion, people work together on real structural reforms. Healthcare,
Some call for a new social compact that rethinks the way governments, corporations, and civil society

More than 500 foundations
sign new “Debt Pledge” to
increase giving

included in conversations about new systems.

role of the government with real energy for increased federal spending by the end of the year.

mode, as communities struggle with meeting basic needs and there is enormous pressure to provide
this urgent need with the perceived once-in-a-generation chance to make progress on key structural

Implications for the
social sector
Out of the throes of
devastation, the nation
emerges with a growing
recognition of the need to
existing systems

can provide direct relief while also working to change entrenched systems.
meet urgent, basic needs
with opportunities to think
Some funders also have an opportunity to re-shape the narrative and intellectual agenda during this
though the level of coordination between funders on these questions remains an open question.

renewed openness to use government funding to scale promising social programs.

systemic change. Social sector
leaders will also have a critical
role in working to make sure
that constituent voices are
change processes.
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What to do with the scenarios

01

02

Our general scenarios can help push your thinking, but it may be

care about.
Adapt the four scenarios

Name your underlying values.

•

•
to tweak the four scenarios to make them more relevant for
discuss what you see as the role of the social sector, and of your
detail regarding the economic impact on local taxes used to
cooperation between parents and teachers. Keep the spirit

ecosystem
•

Customize the axes

can identify actions you can take now and with others to

•
your community? What economic factors are most relevant for
you and your constituencies? How are your state or local policies
addressing the health and economic impacts of the crisis?

Consider your boundaries
•

•
National, political cooperation? Within your community?

may have less resources in the future? If abbreviated due

or low levels of cooperation would look like in these areas.

• We don’t recommend undertaking this lightly, but your
scenarios based on the uncertainties that are most critical for
can be a valuable resource if

20
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What to do with the scenarios
03

Test your current strategy against each scenario and
explore how your organization might adapt

04

Develop a plan for 12 to 18 months, in
6 month increments

Planning in these conditions is not about having a full operational

scenarios as an opportunity to explore topics that you might not
normally consider.
Imagine that your organization is living in each scenario

• Set a direction, identify strategic elements at high risk under

•
determine criteria for shifting course.
Be intentional about equity
•
•

economic, and racial outcomes. At the same time, a movement
for greater racial justice is gaining traction and social sector

Understand how your strategy and operations would fare in
each scenario

respond and change their practices. As you develop your plans,
apply a clear equity lens both to your external work and to your
values, statements, strategies, and internal processes.

•
futures? What would need to shift? What might you need to
abandon entirely?
• Evaluate your operations in each scenario. What would

Develop processes to monitor signals
• Once you have a plan, consider what signals you can track to
understand which scenario we’re moving toward and how you
might make adjustments to your plans as new information

infrastructure?
Explore less incremental actions

relevant articles for future discussion and then periodically

scenario or another.
•
• When would you consider taking a strong, values-driven,

• What new or unlikely partnerships might you consider?
• For funders, what would it take for you to double or triple your

21
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Takeaways for the social sector

Multiple, compounding crises are resulting in devastating blows to American communities (especially communities of
an economic
crisis, and a social justice crisis.”1
1

now. I think the contrast between that and the day-to-day reality for grantees will be weird at best and dystopian at worst.“1

respond to the crisis
Limits on stimulus spending and budget cuts may drastically impair the ability of state and local governments to provide health,
education, and other social services. If government agencies are forced to retrench, it will leave enormous pockets of need

the coming
years.

relief for basic needs in the communities where they operate. And still others posit that philanthropy doesn’t have the resources to
meet all of the needs that will emerge from the crisis, and that with new opportunities for change emerging in the crisis and

desire for a return to normalcy

22
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Conclusion: Nudging the future
your way
event, or the start of
era.

never a good bet to bank on a single, expected future.

The Guardian

all we need to do is return to things as they were. Ordinary life before the pandemic was already a catastrophe of
desperation and exclusion for too many human beings, an environmental and climate catastrophe, an obscenity
of inequality. It is too soon to know what will emerge from this emergency, but not too soon to start looking for
chances to help decide it. It is, I believe, what many of us are preparing to do.1
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Endnotes and additional resources
Endnotes
Economic Situation Summary
Venkatesh Rao, From Story to Setting, Breaking Smart, May 2020

Anders Holm, Deloitte Interview, Hempel Foundation, April 2020
Deloitte Interviews, April - May 2020
Neeta Kantamneni,

Paul Hannon,

, National

, Wall Street Journal, 7 July 2020

Rebecca Solnit,

,

, April 2020

Further COVID-19 Scenario Planning Resources
The World Remade by COVID-19: Recover: Planning scenarios for resilient leaders
Written for global business leaders, Deloitte and Salesforce worked with some of the world’s
best-known scenario thinkers to consider the societal and business impact of the pandemic.
higher education
as well.
Scenarios for the COVID-19 Future
A short-term scenario planning process that envisions where America might be by the State

Salesforce and Deloitte | April 2020
Online

Arik Ben-Zvi and Dr. Steve Weber |
May 2020
Online
Trista Harris | April 2020

and scenario planning process.

Online
Lindsey Waldron, Robert Searle,
Alexandra Jaskula-Ranga | May 2020

those risks.

Online
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